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INTRODUCTION

Indigo is a design-led practice with a buoyant workload and a genuinely broad range of interesting projects and clients. 
Our purpose is to provide clients with intelligent and beautiful designs in all aspects of landscape architecture through a 
passionate, knowledgeable and holistic approach. 

We work from a superbly positioned office set within Salisbury’s Cathedral Close (arguably the finest Cathedral Close in 
Britain) from where we have good access to London, the Midlands, the West Country, and the south coast; and where 
we are surrounded by the Cranborne Chase AONB, The New Forest, The Solent, and the South Downs National Park.

The company’s development is at an exciting stage and we continue to grow with clear goals for the future. Indigo has 
established an excellent reputation for a wide variety of work and our aim is to expand in a controlled manner, working 
on an ever increasing range of high profile projects.

Our website shows the diverse range of projects we work on throughout the whole of the UK, including major mixed 
use, leisure and commercial schemes, public parks, schools, public realm, masterplanning / urban design, LVIAs and 
residential developments at varying scales.

This information pack is intended to give an overview of our company including our values, structure and plans for 
future growth; to set out the benefits we offer and to explain our approach to staff development; and to provide a 
flavour for the work we do.

We believe that project variety for all staff is especially important and aim to ensure a range of projects for everyone 
in the practice.
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OUR VALUES

At Indigo our values are integral to our being, and it is essential to our success that the expectations set out within them 
are absorbed and adopted by everyone in the practice:

• To work with respect, honesty and integrity, cemented with good humour.
• To run a business that is highly responsible, both socially and environmentally, that will encourage others to do 

likewise. 
• To work with passion and enthusiasm - because we love what we do.
• To maximise value to our clients through a highly proactive approach – to go that extra mile to explore and 

coordinate all the opportunities available.
• To be proud of everything we do.
• To be a stimulating, fun and uplifting place to work.
• To employ high calibre staff, who intrinsically share our vision and reinforce our values.

It is especially important to us that staff are not only technically excellent, but that they share our vision and values, and:

• Have a positive, friendly, collaborative and proactive attitude.
• Show initiative, self-motivation and be highly organised.
• Possess excellent interpersonal skills with articulate communication in written and spoken English. 
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These organograms show our current status and our projected growth over the next five years - 
and as a consequence, the opportunities available for both existing and new staff.
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT

• At Indigo we are committed to developing our staff along with the company.

• We look to promote within the company and with this in mind members of staff are given specific areas of 
responsibility within the office to coordinate aspects of our work, such as graphics, CPD and CDM.

• Training needs are assessed continually and a programme of in-house and external training is provided along with 
regular internal and external CPD events throughout the year. 

• Our deliberately varied workload and wide range of experience also creates an excellent environment for 
professional development in preparation for the Landscape Institute’s Pathway to Chartership. We also provide 
mentorship and discussion forums to assist with this.

JESSOP PRIMARY SCHOOL
LONDON

PRIVATE ESTATE
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20 miles

THE SOUTH WEST COAST PATH

MANY HISTORIC SITES INCLUDING STONEHENGE

EVENTS IN THE CATHEDRAL CLOSE

GREAT CYCLING COUNTRY

NEARBY GROVELEY WOOD

Map ©2017 Google

10 miles

50 miles

BEYOND THE OFFICE

The outstanding medieval city of Salisbury, with its award winning Charter market, is extremely well located between 
the Cranborne Chase AONB, The New Forest / The Solent and the South Downs National Park and yet is quickly 
accessible from London, the Midlands, the West Country and the south coast.

As a place to live, Salisbury is a vibrant city with a strong arts scene and an abundance of historic interest; it also offers 
freedom to explore beautiful surroundings.

Have a look at our Facebook page for links to recent events in Salisbury and the local environs.
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STAFF EVENTS AND BENEFITS

We offer competitive salaries, a friendly, sociable, open-plan office environment, and a range of benefits including:

• 20 days holiday (plus bank holidays), upgraded to 25 days, after 2 years’ service
• 3% pension contribution
• A profit share scheme
• Office outings to local landmarks, attractions and nurseries
• A summer and Christmas event

EXPLORING BRISTOL BY BOAT, BEFORE CHRISTMAS LUNCH 2015.............

CHRISTMAS LUNCH 2018 AT BISHOPSTROW HOTEL

........SERVED ON THE S.S. GREAT BRITAIN

A DAY AT GOODWOOD, 2013

SALISBURY CATHEDRAL TOWER TOUR, 2017 A DAY AT RHS HAMPTON COURT FLOWER SHOW, 2016

(INDIGO OFFICE)
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   Indigo Project Experience
TERRACE MOUNT
BOURNEMOUTH

A complex, mixed use development in the centre of Bournemouth comprising two hotels (including a four star Hilton) and 
a residential block. Located on the site of an existing elevated car park, this project involved significant level changes and 
required careful consideration and coordination with the design team to achieve suitable pedestrian and vehicular access, as 
well as the sensitive re-grading of a landscaped bank to the south of the buildings to achieve acceptable gradients. 

An important element of the scheme was to enhance the public realm as a setting for the development and to provide wider 
streetscape benefits within the adjacent Conservation Area.  The proposed palette of hard landscape materials was carefully 
selected to provide a strong, simple and unifying approach, which complements the architectural proposals, and makes a 
positive contribution to the Bournemouth Public Realm Strategy.

Our role included the design and coordination of all detailed aspects of the external hard and soft landscape works and 
taking the scheme through to implementation. Work was completed June 2016. External works value: £3m.



  Indigo Project Experience
FELDON VALLEY GOLF COURSE

OXFORDSHIRE

An interesting project located within the Cotswold AONB Indigo were appointed to work alongside Design Engine 
Architects on a major upgrade to the Feldon Valley Golf Course clubhouse, and on the provision of a boutique hotel 
and four connected lodges. 

Within the constraints of an extant planning permission, Indigo developed the masterplan and fully detailed the design 
for the scheme, including the design of a series of boardwalks carefully threaded through an existing woodland area.

The golf club remained open during construction (providing challenging phasing issues), however, the site is now fully 
open and we look forward to seeing the development of the planting over the coming years.
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  Indigo Project Experience
LEARNING CENTRE, 

DOWNE HOUSE SCHOOL, BERKSHIRE

Indigo were appointed by Downe House School in mid-2016 to work alongside Design Engine Architects on a prestigious 
new Learning Centre. We have since worked closely with the school to create a detailed package of external works for 
the Learning Centre itself with some areas being laid out sacrificially ahead of future investment. 

Our input has also included a broader visioning exercise for the school campus to help rationalise access and parking 
issues on site, and to provide a pedestrian-only plaza at its heart. A suite of coordinated furniture and wayfinding 
strategy will also form part of the mix. 

The Learning Centre and initial phase of the external works has recently been completed, whilst the broader public 
realm enhancement strategy will be undertaken as part of a future phase of works.



  

Indigo was involved in this multi-award winning project right from the start. Situated in Green Belt land, within an area 
of historic parkland, this world class facility is centred on sensitively restored, converted and extended historically 
interesting farm buildings. Indigo undertook a detailed Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment as an aid to the 
successful negotiation of planning consent. Careful design of a topographically challenging site has allowed significant 
new buildings to be incorporated, without impacting upon the openness of the Green Belt. 

The scheme includes an extensive variety of external spaces, including courtyards, gardens, play areas, an orchard and 
sensitively designed car parking, set into the sloping site. Indigo also instigated the incorporation of sustainable urban 
drainage in new hard surface areas.  External works value: £2m. 

Following our intensive involvement we were rewarded with a Landscape Institute Design Award for the project.

Indigo Project Experience
TYNTESFIELD ESTATE

CHILDREN’S HOSPICE, CHARLTON FARM



  

Having been involved with Haverhill Business Park since 2002 – Jaynic appointed Indigo in 2010 as landscape architects 
for this new Research Park. The infrastructure was completed in 2013 in challenging conditions. The site is configured 
around a central pond and generous, carefully selected, semi-mature tree and hedge planting provides an instant 
maturity to the Park. We have since assisted Jaynic in obtaining planning permission for an Innovation Centre which is 
currently under construction.

Indigo Project Experience
HAVERHILL RESEARCH PARK 

SUFFOLK



  Indigo Project Experience
ROARING MEG RETAIL PARK

STEVENAGE

Indigo undertook the hard and softworks design and construction detailing of this large scale retail park refurbishment 
in Stevenage.  The scheme concentrated on a harmonious and simple palette of materials, enhancing the public realm 
to complement the architectural proposals and to draw in higher profile retail tenants.  Contrasting coloured paving 
‘islands’ breakdown the space, directing pedestrians through the plaza while creating comfortable  zones for resting and 
gathering.  The second phase including the new Debenhams, was completed in the summer of 2017. 



  Indigo Project Experience
TOWNSCAPE AND VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

BATH

Located on both sides of the River Avon, and including the Grade II Listed Green Park Station, this project involved a 
major re-development within the World Heritage Site in the centre of Bath, part of which was also located within the 
Bath City Conservation Area.

To the north of the river the proposals involved the restoration of Green Park Station; re-modelling of an existing 
supermarket for other commercial uses; and the building of two stand-alone residential blocks and a ‘creative 
employment’ building of up to five storeys in height. To the south it involved the construction of a substantial new 
supermarket wrapped on three sides by five to six storey residential development; a five storey office development; 
and a remodelled Petrol Filling Station. 

Indigo were responsible for undertaking the Townscape and Visual Impact assessment which formed part of a wider 
Environmental Statement; informing the design, and coordinating with the project team (in particular the Architects 
and Heritage Consultants).

The Site

River Avon

Royal Crescent

Green Park Station

Supermarket

River Avon

Location of the Site in valley - 
Site not visible

ELEVATED VIEW LOOKING SOUTHWEST FROM LITTLE SOLSBURY HILL IRON AGE HILL FORT (SCHEDULED ANCIENT MONUMENT)

SITE LOCATION

VIEW FROM ALEXANDRA PARK, BEECHEN CLIFF



  

SANDFORD SAINT MARTIN SCHOOL - ZONING PLAN SKETCH

This is a new Primary School located on the site of an existing 
Middle School. Feedback from a consultation exercise with 
the staff, children and parents was used to inform the design 
of the external works and helped to enable us to respond 
effectively to meet the school’s requirements. 

The design and arrangement of the external areas were 
carefully considered to achieve a good spatial and visual 
relationship with the proposed building. The main hard 
play areas interact playfully with soft areas which are 
punctuated with incidental features, spaces and ‘garden’ 
areas.  Small break out spaces are provided immediately 
adjoining the classrooms to provide flexible outdoor teaching 
opportunities. Playground markings, furniture, sculptural 
sailshades, decorative planting and subtle land forming have 
been created to help introduce visual interest, colour and 
spatial definition. 

The project also involved coordination with Dorset County 
Council in order to carefully integrate  a new footpath / cycle 
route along Sandford Rd to the front of the school. A new 
pedestrian access into the school connects with this route to 
provide better and safer access.

Indigo Project Experience
SANDFORD ST. MARTIN’S PRIMARY SCHOOL

DORSET



  

This project developed from an initial consultation with local residents regarding possible improvements to Salisbury’s 
key public park. Indigo developed a site-wide concept which inspired a more ambitious and comprehensive 
refurbishment of the park, securing additional funding from Salisbury City Council. 

Set within a conservation area, a floodplain and adjoining an SSSI, the scheme required early consultation with many 
stakeholders. New entrances, paths, street furniture, landform and planting have now been implemented to wide 
acclaim. 

The value of early consultation became critical in engaging local residents who were initially resistant to change. 
Although the park attracts many visitors, maintaining good dialogue with local residents was important and ultimately 
has led to overwhelming support for the improvements and a sense of ownership.

‘This project was developed following consultations with local residents and visitors to the park to identify ambitions 
and ideas on how to improve the park.

Indigo developed and refined these ideas, working with Council Officers and with a local Friends group to create an 
ambitious and comprehensive refurbishment of the park – effectively translating written thoughts into a visual plan.

The work focused on improving access and accessibility - creating new entrances & improved paths - and a new and 
exciting planting scheme. These changes have now been implemented, with a final phase of planting due to commence 
this winter. Indigo’s horticultural knowledge ensured that particular attention was paid to the new planting in the park, 
with bold swathes of herbaceous and shrub planting now in place to complement the park’s riverside setting and provide 
much more seasonal interest.’ 

     Chris Stringer, Parks Manager, Salisbury City Council.

Indigo Project Experience
QUEEN ELIZABETH GARDENS

SALISBURY



  Indigo Project Experience
POOLE PARK

DORSET

Having assembled a team, Indigo were selected by the 
Borough of Poole to work with them on the designs 
for a £2.7m restoration of Poole Park, with the target 
of securing Heritage Lottery Funding. Acting as lead 
consultant, we worked up concept designs for a round 
2 HLF bid.

The scheme involves the sympathetic restoration of the 
original Victorian park concept, adapted for use in the 
21st century.

An initial public consultation was undertaken in April 
2016 with a follow up exercise undertaken in July. Our 
3D visualisations formed a key part of explaining the 
proposals to a wide audience. 

Heritage Lottery Funding was successfully awarded in 
July 2017.

EXISTING 

PROPOSED



  Indigo Project Experience
ONSIDE YOUTH ZONES

We have worked on a number of interesting and successful Youth Zone projects with the youth charity, OnSide.

The schemes have involved careful integration of contemporary architecture (including a project with internationally 
renowned John Puttick Associates) into highly sensitive parks and open spaces within densely populated urban areas. 

Our designs have been especially driven by a sustainable approach which enhances the local ecology, while reinforcing 
and harmonising with the strong and simple aesthetics.
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  Indigo Project Experience
‘THE ARBORETUM’, HAVERHILL

As part of Indigo’s ongoing work at Haverhill Research Park, our input achieved planning permission for 150 houses on 
an area previously allocated in the Local Plan for research and development uses. Indigo were then appointed by Taylor 
Wimpey to provide detailed landscape design input for the housing area, providing a landscape led approach with an 
emphasis on design quality. 

The scheme included two play areas (LAPS), and was notable for its approach to maximising land values, which was 
achieved both by locating areas of public open space within the buffers associated with the Research Park, and by Indigo’s 
proposal to turn an attenuation feature into the focus of the open space, saving land by providing both attenuation and 
recreation in the same area.
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SERVICES

Site analysis & feasibility studies
Concept & sketch designs
Landscape strategies
Residential & site masterplanning
Detailed hard & soft landscape design
Tendering & contract administration
Landscape restoration & management
Landscape appraisals / LVIA
Public inquiries
Specimen plant procurement

Renewables
Crematoria and cemeteries
Hotel developments
Leisure developments
Play areas
Private gardens and estates
Signage design
Roof gardens
Public parks
Private new build houses

SECTORS & EXPERIENCE

Urban realm 
Business and research parks
Historic landscapes
Large scale residential
Healthcare
Retail parks 
Garden centres
Office parks
Company headquarters
Schools and colleges


